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Corporations, government offices, and academic institutions have  long used video to educate and inform. The only thing that's  changed is the people who are producing them: With low-priced  equipment and easy-to-use software flooding the market, now  you're the person behind the camera, not some high-priced  video specialist! This is the guide for you, then-and all of the  other nonprofessionals who've been called upon to produce  top-quality videos. Long on essentials-like where to place the  camera, how to connect microphones, and which font to use in  titles-and short on theory, this guide focuses instead on the  simple steps and best practices needed to produce great videos.  Veteran author Jan Ozer gives you the lowdown on shooting, audio,  and lighting before describing the workflow and procedures involved  in converting raw DV footage to streaming video and DVDs, and  distributing the final product. For software-specific guidance, you  can purchase downloadable PDF workbooks that use the book's  projects to walk you through the production process.
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Introduction to Wavelets and Wavelet Transforms: A PrimerPrentice Hall, 1997

	This book is the only source available that presents a unified view of the theory and applications of discrete and continuous- time signals.   This is the only book to present the mathematical point of view, as well as the discrete-time signal processing perspective. It brings together information previously available only in research...
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Windows Server 2008 TCP/IP Protocols and ServicesMicrosoft Press, 2008
This book is a straightforward discussion of the concepts, principles, and processes of many protocols in the TCP/IP protocol suite and how they are supported by Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista. The focus of this book is on Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4), referred to as Internet Protocol (IP), and associated transport and network...
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Colorectal CancerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Nurses should have the most up-to-date knowledge to provide accurate information and competent nursing care to patients with colorectal cancer. Swan addresses those issues in a very thorough and comprehensive manner.


	Chapters on the role of the colorectal nurse specialist, epidemiology and genetics, diagnosis, investigations and...
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Sharing Expertise: Beyond Knowledge ManagementMIT Press, 2002
The field of knowledge management focuses on how organizations can most effectively store, manage, retrieve, and enlarge their intellectual properties. The repository view of knowledge management emphasizes the gathering, providing, and filtering of explicit knowledge. The information in a repository has the advantage of being easily transferable...
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Corona SDK Mobile Game Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is designed to introduce you to the basic standards of using the Corona SDK across

	iOS and Android platforms. You will enhance your learning experience by building three

	unique games in easy-to-follow steps. Apart from developing games, you will also dive into

	learning about social network integration, In-App Purchasing,...
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Managing Risk in Organizations: A Guide for ManagersJossey-Bass, 2003
Managing Risk in Organizations offers a proven framework for handling risks across all types of organizations. In this comprehensive resource, David Frame–a leading expert in risk management–examines the risks routinely encountered in business, offers prescriptions to assess the effects of various risks, and shows how to develop...
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